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Chorus-LIGHT Combo C

Love Song

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key
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Love Song 3
Chorus-LIGHT Combo C

Blank page, no easy way. You mean well, but you make this hard on me. I'm regrettin' you a

Blank page, no easy way to say this. You mean well, but you make this hard on me. I'm regrettin' you a

Blank page, no easy way to say this. You mean well, but you make this hard on me. I'm regrettin' you a

Chorus 1

Love song, 'cause you asked for it. 'Cause you need one. You see, I'm regrettin' you a love song. 'Cause you told me it's make or break

Love song, 'cause you asked for it. 'Cause you need one. You see, I'm regrettin' you a love song. 'Cause you told me it's make or break

Love song, 'cause you asked for it. 'Cause you need one. You see, I'm regrettin' you a love song. 'Cause you told me it's make or break

Chorus 2

You mean well, but you make this hard on me. I'm regrettin' you a

You mean well, but you make this hard on me. I'm regrettin' you a

You mean well, but you make this hard on me. I'm regrettin' you a

D.S.
Love Song 7
Chorus-LIGHT  Combo C

C  C7  C  F7  Bb(F9)  F7
Gm  C  Gm  C  C7  C  F7

H  M  L  C

need a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day

- -

If all you have is leav-ing I'm not go-ing to write you to stay

- -

Ineed a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day I need a love-song to-day I need a

- -

Ineed a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day

- -

Ineed a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day I need a love-song to-day I need a

- -

Ineed a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day

- -

Ineed a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day I need a love-song to-day I need a

- -

Ineed a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day

- -

Ineed a bet-ter rea-son to write you a love-song to-day I need a love-song to-day I need a

- -
Love Song

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze

Original Key
Chorus-LIGHT Combo Bb
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Love Song 3
Chorus-LIGHT Combo Bb

blank pages, no easy way. You mean well but you make this hard on me I'm repaying you a love song 'cause you asked for it 'cause you tell me it's make or break

Chorus 1

love song 'cause you asked for it 'cause you need one you see I'm repaying you a love song 'cause you tell me it's make or break
Love Song 5
Chorus-LIGHT Combo Bb

H

way that they all say
things you wanna hear
My heavy heart sinks deep

M

way that they all say
things you wanna hear
My heavy heart sinks deep
down

L

way that they all say
things you wanna hear
My heavy heart sinks deep
down
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Love Song 7
Chorus-LIGHT Combo Bb

H
love song 'cause you tell me it’s make or break in this if you’re on your way I’m regreting write you to stay if

M
love song 'cause you tell me it’s make or break in this if you’re on your way I’m regreting write you to stay if

L
love song 'cause you tell me it’s make or break in this if you’re on your way I’m not gonna write you to stay

Bb
G=C C9 C F/A B9 G7 F/A

P.A

Synth

Grn

Bass

D.S.

Bb
Dm6 Gbm B9 C Gm C C9 C

P.A

Synth

Grn

Bass

D.S.
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Love Song

Chorus-LIGHT  Combo Eb

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze

Original Key

Chorus-LIGHT   Combo Eb
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Love Song 9  
Chorus-LIGHT  Combo Eb

In this if you're on your way I'm not gonna write you to stay if your heart is none then I don't want it for a minute.

F/A  Bb  Gm7  F/A  Bm  C

P.A.

Synth

Bass

D.S.

Chorus-LIGHT  Combo Eb

In this if you're on your way I'm not gonna write you to stay if your heart is none then I don't want it for a minute.

Dm  Gb  Bm  C  Gm  Bb  C

P.A.

Synth

Bass

D.S.
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Chorus-LIGHT
4 extra staves

Song 11
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Chorus-LIGHT

Extra staves
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2 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo

-ter and they tell me to breathe ea-sy for a while. The brea-thing gets har-der, even-

B\(^{(9)}\)
C
D\(^{m}\)
C\(_{\flat}\)
F
D\(_{\sharp}\)\(^{7}\)
G\(^{m}\)
B\(^{(9)}\)
C

D\(^{m}\)
C\(_{\flat}\)
F
D\(_{\sharp}\)\(^{7}\)
G\(^{m}\)
B\(^{(9)}\)
C
D\(^{m}\)
C\(_{\flat}\)
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4 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo

Chorus 1

H

M

L

P.A

Gtr.

Bass

D. S.

but you make this hard on me I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you asked

for it 'cause you need one you see I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you asked

for it 'cause you need one you see I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you asked

F/A        B(9)          Gm

C          C(9)          C          F/A        B(9)          Gm

Chorus-LIGHT   small Combo

4 Love Song

Demo Version
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6 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo

Verse 2

H

to-day,______ to-day______ to-day I learned the hard

M

to-day. To-day______ to-day I learned the hard

L

to-day,______ to-day,______ to-day. I learned the hard

Gm    B(9)    C     Dm    C/E    F    D7/E#    Gm

P.A

Bass

D.S.
8 Love Song  
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo

H
\( \text{Convinced me to please you. Made me think that I need this too. I'm trying} \)

M
\( \text{Convinced me to please you. Made me think that I need this too. I'm trying} \)

L
\( \text{Convinced me to please you. Made me think that I need this too. I'm trying} \)

F \( \text{D7\#} \) \( \text{Gm7} \) \( \text{F/A} \) \( \text{B1(9)} \) \( \text{C} \) \( \text{Cm4} \) \( \text{C} \) \( \text{Gm7} \)

P.A

Gtr.

Bass

D. S.

\( \text{Chorus 2} \)

H
\( \text{to let you hear me as I am. I'm going to write you a love song. 'cause you asked for it, 'cause you need} \)

M
\( \text{to let you hear me as I am. I'm going to write you a love song. 'cause you asked for it, 'cause you need} \)

L
\( \text{to let you hear me as I am. I'm going to write you a love song. 'cause you asked for it, 'cause you need} \)

F/A \( \text{B1(9)} \) \( \text{Gm7} \) \( \text{C} \) \( \text{Cm4} \) \( \text{C} \) \( \text{Cm4} \) \( \text{C} \)
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10 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo

H

all you have is leaving I'm ma need a better reason to write you a love song to day...

M

all you have is leaving I'm ma need a better reason to write you a love song to day...

L

all you have is leaving to write you a love song to day...

D.s.

cause you asked for it, 'cause you need one you see I'm not gonna write you a

M

I need a love song to day I need a love song to day

L

I need a love song to day I need a love song to day
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12 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo

H

love song 'cause you tell me it's make or break in this if you're on your way

M

love song 'cause you tell me it's make or break in this if you're on your way I'm not gonna

L

love song 'cause you tell me it's make or break in this if you're on your way

Gm = C C(9) C F/A B(9)

P.A

write you to stay if your heart is nowhere in it I don't want it for a minute

Gm7 = F/A B C

Bass

D.S.
14 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo

Gm | B(9) | C | Dm | C/E | F

Gtr.

Bass

D. S.
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Made room for me. It's too soon to see, I know.

The reason why it's not clear, even I know.

It's too soon to see, I know.
© Copyright Control ChorusOnline
Chorus-LIGHT small Combo extra staves
8 Love Song
Demo Version

Love Song 'cause you tell

in this if you're on

me it's make or break

write you to stay

your way I'm not gonna

If

I'm not gonna

love song 'cause you tell

If

love song 'cause you tell

In this if you're on

me it's make or break

write you to stay

your way I'm not gonna

If

I'm not gonna
I need a love song. I need a love song. I need a love song. I need a love song. I need a love song.

D.S.
P.A
88
To day.

I'm not gonna write a love song. not to day.

Gtr.
Bass
D. S.
P.A
(√)
112

˙œœœœ
to day

˙œœœœ
to day.
2 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT Piano advanced

The breathing gets harder, even I know that. Made room for me.

The breathing gets harder, even I know that. Made room for me.

The breathing gets harder, even I know that. Made room for me.

Gm B(9) C Dm C/E F D7/F# Gm

it's too soon to see, if I'm happy in yobends. I'm unusually.

it's too soon to see, if I'm happy in yobends. I'm unusually.

it's too soon to see, if I'm happy in yobends. I'm unusually.

B(9) C Dm C/E F D7/F# Gm

hard to hold to. Blank stares at blank pages,

hard to hold to. Blank stares at blank pages,

hard to hold to. Blank stares at blank pages,

B(9) C Dm C/E F D7/F# Gm7 F/A
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6 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT  Piano advanced

Made me think that I need this too I'm trying to let you hear me as I am.

Chorus 2

I'm going to write you a love song 'cause you asked for it, 'cause you need one you see.

© Copyright Control ChorusOnline
8 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT  Piano advanced

H
M
L
P.A

Chorus 3
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10 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT Piano advanced

Coda

Gm Bm(9) C Dm C/E F D7/E#

I'm not gonna write a love song. not today.
2 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT Piano moderated

Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,

Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,

Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,

Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
Made room for me, it's too soon to see,
4 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT  Piano moderated

Verse 1

write you to stay all you have is leaving I'm ma need a bet ter rea son to write

I'm not gon' write you to stay all you have is leaving to write

Gm7  F/A  Dm  Gb

Bdim  C  Gm  Bdim  C

Chorus-LIGHT  Piano moderated

you a love song to-day.

you a love song to-day.

you a love song to-day.

Gm7  F/A  Dm  Gb

Bdim  C  Gm  Bdim  C

Verse 2

learned the hard way that they all say the

learned the hard way that they all say the

learned the hard way that they all say the

Dm  C/E  F  D7/#  Gm  Bdim  C  Dm  C/E
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6 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT   Piano moderated

Convinced me to please you,_
Made me think that I need this too I'm trying

Convinced me to please you,_
Made me think that I need this too I'm trying

Convinced me to please you,_
Made me think that I need this too I'm trying

Gm   F/A   B7   C   Gm7

Chorus 2

to let you hear me as I am._
I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you asked

to let you hear me as I am._
I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you asked

to let you hear me as I am._
'cause you asked

F/A   B7   Gm

for it, 'cause you need one you see._
I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you tell

for it, 'cause you need one you see._
I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you tell

for it, 'cause you need one you see._
'cause you tell

C   C7   C   F/A   B7   Gm
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8 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT  Piano moderated

I love song to day

me it's make or break in this Is that why you wanted a love song 'cause you asked

for it, 'cause you need one you see I'm notgonna write you a love song 'cause you tell

for it, 'cause you need one you see I'm notgonna write you a love song 'cause you tell

for it, 'cause you need one you see I'm notgonna write you a love song 'cause you tell

© Copyright Control ChorusOnline
I'm not gonna write a love song.
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4 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT Vocals

Verse 1

you ____ a love ____ song today. to-day. To-day

Verse 2

to-day. to-day. I learned the hard way they all

I learned the hard way they all

say ____ things you wanna hear

My heavy heart sinks deep

Down under you and your twisted words your help just

© Copyright Control ChorusOnline
I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you tell me it's make or break in this if you're on your way I'm not gonna write you to stay if all you have is leaving I'm not gonna write you to stay all you have is need a better reason to write you a love song today.
8 Love Song
Chorus-LIGHT Vocals
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Love Song

C Instrument

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles

Arranged by Frank de Vreeze

Original Key

C Instrument

Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \frac{1}{4} = 120 \)

Verse 1

\( \text{Chorus 1} \)

Chorus 2

Verse 2

© Copyright Control ChorusOnline
Love Song

Bb Instrument

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key

Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \frac{4}{4} \) = 120

Intro

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

© Copyright Control ChorusOnline
Love Song

Piano Advanced

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key

Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \frac{\text{b}}{\text{b}} = 120 \)

Intro

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb}(9) & \quad \text{C} & \quad \text{Dm} & \quad \text{C/E} & \quad \text{F} & \quad \text{D7/F\#} \\
\end{align*} \]

Verse 1

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb}(9) & \quad \text{C} & \quad \text{Dm} & \quad \text{C/E} & \quad \text{F} & \quad \text{D7/F\#} \\
\text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb}(9) & \quad \text{C} & \quad \text{Dm} & \quad \text{C/E} & \quad \text{F} & \quad \text{D7/F\#} \\
\text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb}(9) & \quad \text{C} & \quad \text{Dm} & \quad \text{C/E} & \quad \text{F} & \quad \text{D7/F\#} \\
\end{align*} \]
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Love Song 5  
Piano Advanced
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Love Song

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key

Piano Moderated

Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \frac{4}{4} \) = 120

Intro

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
G^m & B^9 & C & D^m & C/E & F & D^{7/2}\#
\end{array}
\]

Gm Verse 1

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
G^m & B^9 & C & D^m & C/E & F & D^{7/2}\#
\end{array}
\]

Gm

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
G^m & B^9 & C & D^m & C/E & F & D^{7/2}\#
\end{array}
\]
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Love Song 3
Piano Moderated

Verse 2
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Demo Version
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Love Song

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key

Synthesizer

Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat $q = 120$

Intro
Verse 1
Warm brass

Chorus 1

Verse 2

© Copyright Control ChorusOnline
Love Song

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key
Guitar

Intro
Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \frac{4}{4} = 120 \)

Verse 1
Distortion

Chorus 1
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Demo Version
Love Song

Bass Guitar

Intro

Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \frac{3}{4} = 120 \)

Verse 1

\[
\begin{align*}
F & \quad D^7/F# & \quad G^m \\
B^9 & \quad C & \quad D^m & \quad C/E & \quad F & \quad D^7/F# & \quad G^m & \quad B^9 & \quad C \\
& \quad \text{(9)} & \quad C & \quad G^m & \quad F/A & \quad B^9 & \quad G^m & \quad \text{Chorus 1} \\
& \quad C & \quad C(9) & \quad C & \quad F/A & \quad B^9 & \quad G^m & \quad C & \quad C(9) & \quad C \\
& \quad \text{(9)} & \quad B^9 & \quad G^m & \quad F/A & \quad D^m & \quad F/A & \quad G/B & \quad B^9 & \quad C & \quad G^m & \quad B^9 & \quad C \\
& \quad D^m & \quad C/E & \quad F & \quad D^7/F# & \quad G^m & \quad B^9 & \quad C & \quad D^m & \quad C/E & \quad F & \quad D^7/F# & \quad G^m & \quad B^9 & \quad C & \quad D^m & \quad C/E & \quad F & \quad D^7/F# \\
& \quad G^m & \quad B^9 & \quad C & \quad D^m & \quad C/E & \quad F & \quad D^7/F# \\
\end{align*}
\]

\( \text{© Copyright Control ChoruscOnline} \)
Love Song

Drum Set

Intro
Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \frac{4}{4} \) \( \frac{7}{4} \)

Verse 1

Chorus 1
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but you make this hard on me

I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you asked for it, 'cause you need one you see.

I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you tell me it's make or break in this if you're on your way. I'm not gonna write you to stay all you have is leaving. I'm ma

need a better reason to write you a love song today.

To-day I learned the hard way that they all say things you wanna hear.
If all you have is leaving I'm ma

eed a better reason to write you a love song today.

'cause you asked for it, 'cause you need one you see

I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you tell

me it's make or break in this. Is that why you wanted a love

song 'cause you asked for it, 'cause you need one you see.

I'm not gonna write you a love song 'cause you tell me it's make or break

in this if you're on your way I'm not gonna write you to stay
Love Song

Empty paper

Words and Music by Sara Bareilles
Arranged by Frank de Vreeze
Original Key
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Intro

Rockballad/Swing
Steady beat \( \cdot = 120 \)

Verse 1

Chorus 1